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Capitol
► MATTHEW CAWVEY 
mcawvey@olivet.edu
ONU students representing 
Democrats, Republicans and Lib­
ertarians took on everything from 
health care reform to the stimulus 
package in the fall debate Nov. 9.
Naturally, Democrats defended 
President Barack Obama while 
Republicans opposed his policies 
on the economy, health care and 
foreign policy. The Libertarians, 
meanwhile, agreed with Republi­
cans on finances and health care 
but found differences on foreign 
policy.
The participants were members 
of Capitol Hill Gang, the political 
science club at Olivet that spon­
sored the debate.
On every question asked by 
moderator Jared Alvey, the two 
major parties butted heads.
Hill Gang hosts
As they debated health care, 
Democrat Josh Tomstrom said his 
party’s approach on health care 
'will provide insurance for fami­
lies in the lower middle class, al­
lowing them to see a doctor for an 
illness before it worsens and they 
go to the emergency room.- 
Fellow Democrat Muhle Mam­
ba also considered the health and 
research advantages if the gov­
ernment had computer files of 
Americans’ genetic information. 
Under this plan, the government 
would not pass this data to insur­
ance companies or other private 
businesses, she said.
. “(The government) would want 
that information to protect lives, 
versus exploiting people even 
further,” Mamba said.
Republican Ethan Burch, how­
ever, said it would violate the 
Fourth Amendment of the Consti­
tution for the government to have 
personal medical information 
without an individual’s consent.
Also on health care, the Re­
publican side supported tort re­
form that limits civil lawsuits on 
medical issues. Republicans fa­
vored an idea also supported by 
Libertarian Ryan Dykhouse, who 
advocated for greater “ability to 
choose between health coverage 
across state borders.? ‘1
McGreevy said his party’s plan 
is to repair health care, rather than 
overhaul it.
“We’re looking to fix the leaky 
sink,” he said. “We’re not looking 
to get a new one.”
Republicans, along with Liber­
tarians, disagreed with Democrats 
on fiscal issues.
In their criticism of the stimu­
lus package, for example, Re­
publicans and Libertarians em­
» JESSICA COHEA 
jcohea@olivet.edu
More than 600 boxes were col­
lected this year during Operation 
Christmas Child on Nov. 12. The 
total number of boxes collected 
for children overseas fell short of 
the goal of 1,000 boxes but was 
still considered a success by all 
who were involved.
There are several factors for 
why the numbers were down this 
year compared to last year’s ap­
proximate 900 boxes.
Megan Sherman, organization­
al leader for OCC, believes that 
fewer professors offered extra 
credit for putting together a box 
compared to last year. Sherman 
said the extra points in classes en­
couraged students to participate, 
and by not getting the extra incen­
tive to do so, unfortunately, some 
students opted not to partake this 
year.
Another possibility for a, de­
crease in numbers is that Students. 
in Free Enterprise, the sponsor for 
the events stressed the fact , that 
each box costs $7 to ship. Chris­
tine Ellis, SIFE president, said 
that may have pushed students 
away as well.
Last year, SIFE was about 
$ 1,000 short of the shipping costs, 
according to Sherman.
“Students thought that they 
either did not have to turn the 
money in or forgot (last year),” 
Sherman said.
To prevent any misunderstand­
ings this year, SIFE members 
made it a point to include the 
shipping costs while advertising 
for the event. They also made 
changes to the tum-in process.
“We had the students filter 
through McHie to turn in their 
shipping money,” Sherman said. 
“The changes made in the collec­
tion enabled us to make sure that 
each box was paid for before en­
tering chapey”
The boxers were to be wrapped 
in two separate pieces, the lid sep­
arate from the bottom. This was 
important because SIFE members 
and members from the Business 
Seminar in Leadership, who also 
helped out, went through each 
box after it was turned in to make 
sure it was filled correctly.
For the most part, each box was 
filled properly, but there were 
some that did not make the cut.
Sherman said some boxes in­
cluded items that looked used.
|  “Some students had included 
what looked to be used deodorant 
as well as used crayons and mark- 
ers^ she said.
They also found other items 
that were not allowed, such as 
liquids that could easily spill and 
chocolate that may melt;
In cases where these items were 
found, they were removed from 
the boxes. If the removal of the 
items made the boxes look empty, 
the volunteers combined the box 
with another.
Despite the setbacks, the stu­
dents that were involved this year 
with OCC still consider the event 
a success.
“Regardless of how many box­
es we bring in, it is a success,” 
junior Rebecca Jensen said. “I al­
ways count it as a success if even 
one child is able to have a Christ­
mas that they may not have had 
otherwise.?:
Ellis agreed.
“To know that we can put a 
smile on a child’s face on Christ­
mas day is enough incentive to 
get involved with OCC,” she 
said. “We are very pleased with 
the outcome of this year and look 
forward to seeing what impact we 
can make in the years to come for 
children around the world.”
p h o t o  by .k el lY H o l c o m b
Senior Melissa Harmon is just one of many Olivet students who will put a smile on a 
child’s fade with a simple shoe box filled with toys for Christmas.
student debate
phasized the inefficient use of 
government dollars. McGreevy 
looked at the return per govern­
ment dollar spent while Libertar­
ian Taylor Williamson reported a 
cost per new job created of more 
than $300,000.
Mamba supported the stimulus 
for creating jobs and investing 
in secondary and primary educa­
tion.
The two major parties also dis-r 
agreed on foreign policy,"
Tomstrom said the United 
States should close its facility 
for suspected terrorists in Guan­
tanamo Bay, Cuba, and send the 
prisoners through the American 
court system to determine guilt or 
innocence.
Burch downplayed the pris­
oners’ rights, stating that “the 
Preamble of the Constitution ... 
essentially dedicates the Consti­
tution specifically to American 
citizens,” which means that “en^ 
emy combatants do not receive 
constitutional right’s in the same 
way that American citizens do.” 
AlsoBthe Geneva Conventions 
protect uniformed enemy com­
batants but not fighters without 
uniforms,'he said.
Unlike the other issues, foreign 
policy was a source of difference 
for Libertarians and Republicans. 
On Guantanamo Bay, the two 
sides agreed on having military 
tribunals for the suspects, but the 
Libertarians were willing to give 
suspects prisoner-of-war status.
“We are fighting what’s called 
a war on terror, and as such, it 
should be treated as a war,” Dyk­
house said. “And those combat­
ants that are caught on the field 
(should be) treated as prisoners 
of war.”
Variety among chapel requirements
► CATHY SCHUTT 
. cschutt@otivet.edu
. Olivet students are well aware that cha­
pel is held three times per week in Chalfant 
Hall and that students are assigned to two 
days in which they must attend services. 
Other Nazarene schools, however, handle 
their chapel requirements a little differ­
ently.
According to Michael Kennedy, junior 
and vice president for spiritual life at East­
ern Nazarene College, students at ENC are 
allowed to miss six chapels per year -  just 
like ONU students. Students who miss 
more than six chapels are fined. However, 
ENC students have their cards scanned 
when they enter chapel rather than having 
assigned seats
Joby Berry is a senior religious stud­
ies student who transferred from ONU 
to Northwestern Nazarene University in 
Nampa, Idaho, at the beginning of the fall 
semester.
v “The chapel policy here is, in my opin­
ion, a lot better,” Berry said. “At NNU,: 
we do not have assigned days or seats for 
chapel. Each full-time student who lives 
on campus is required to attend 32 cha- ¡ 
pels throughout the semester. You can also 
attend different ministry clubs or go to a 
student-led worship service called Time 
Out, and they will count as alternate chapel 
credit.”
Berry said a student can use up to five 
alternate chapel credits for the 32-credit re­
quirement. A student may request a lower 
chapel requirement if he or she has an in­
ternship or.job off campus. Seniors at NNU 
are only required to attend 22 chapels dur-
ing their graduating semester.
Sarah Whittenberg is a junior at South­
ern Nazarene University. She said students 
at SNU must earn 27 chapel credits per se­
mester. This can be done by attending cha­
pel or other religious services.
“We have chapel two times a week ev­
ery week,” Whittenberg said. “But you 
can also go to Friday morning prayers, and 
that gives you a chapel credit. You can also 
have five enrichment credits, which can be 
acquired by various activities like going i 
to Wednesday night church or one of the 
special events that spiritual development 
holds. All you do is go, then write a peti­
tion for a credit, which is very simple.”
• SNU also has a new program this year 
called the Student Service Program in 
which students volunteer at a specific place, 
such as a homeless shelter, every week.
! MidAmerica Nazarene University’s cha- ; 
pel policy is based on a point system. •
Each student is required to get 40 points 
per semester,” Mitchell Cloud, a student at 
MNU, said. “There are three chapels per 
week. Tuesday is a Community chapel and 
worth two points. Wednesday is Morning 
Prayers chapel and worth one point. Thurs­
day is a student-led chapel and is worth 
one point. By any combination of chapels, 
students must reach the 40 points. There 
are about 75 points available throughout 
the semester. Sometimes there are other 
events that are worth chapel points like 
late-night Recharge services or movies that 
are watched by the whole campus.”
According to Cloud, students are fined 
$50 if they do not earn all 40 points. They 
are also fined an additional $10 for each 
point missed under 39.
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• Students at Olivet are allowed to miss 
three chapels per semester before they be­
gin receiving fines.
According to student development sec­
retary Teri Blanchette, the fourth time a 
student misses chapel results in a $20 fine, 
as does the fifth time. The sixth and sev­
enth absences result in a $30 fine per miss, 
and the fines keep increasing from there. 
The eighth time a student misses chapel, a 
hold is put on his or her registration and 
the student is not allowed to have any ex­
cused absences before he or she appears 
before chapel council. After the. 10th cha­
pel absence, a student is at risk of being
dismissed from the university.
The chapel schedule for Olivet will be 
slightly different once the new building is 
complete.
According to Woody Webb, vice presi­
dent for student development, chapel will 
be held twice a week in the Centennial 
Chapel as of January 2011. All resident 
students will.be required to attend and will 
have assigned seating as they do now.
Commuters who are taking more than 12 
credit hours and who have classes before 
chapel hour are also required to attend cha­
pel on the days in which they have those 
classes, Webb said.
Professor offers a relational look a t spiritual grow th
Presentation looks at ways that God changes 'takers' into 'givers'
»MATTHEW CAWVEY 
mcawvey@olivet.edu
Human relationships are the 
primary means that God uses to 
change people from being self- 
centered individuals to other-cen­
tered believers, ONU professor 
William Dean said in a presenta­
tion Nov. 12.
Dean stressed what he called 
“formative relationships,” ' or 
bonds that people have with those 
who are important,to their spiri­
tual development.
»■“God is not just involved with 
me alone,” Dean said. “He’s in­
volved with all my circle of for­
mative friends, and He is speaking 
to me through them. A conversa­
tion with our friend becomes a 
conversation with God.” 9
Dean used the concept of a web 
of relationships, as opposed to the 
idea of the “vertical” relationship 
individuals have with God and the 
“horizontal” relationships people 
have with other people.
Evangelicals tend to lose sight 
of the significance of these hori­
zontal relationships, Dean said.
“We think, ‘The vertical rela­
tionship is the most important. 
I’ve got to keep my relationship 
with God. I’ve got to do business 
with God. I’ve got to ask Him for 
forgiveness.’ ... And we forget 
that there’s the horizontal rela­
tionship of our friends,” he said.
Dean said the church func- , 
tions as a web of relationships 
vital for people’s salvation and 
church members’ spiritual wel­
fare. Christians have a hard time
understanding this, he said, partly 
because -of the rewards that peo-‘ 
pie get for being “strong and con­
fident,” as opposed to “weak and 
dependent.” But regardless of the 
social stigma, everyone is weak 
and dependent, he said.
This aversion to being vulner­
able plays itself out in interper­
sonal interaction, Dean said-.
“You get a group of people to­
gether and have them talk about 
the deepest needs of their heart 
and life, and everybody’s tongue 
is tied. Alright?” Dean said. “So 
then.you roll them all in front of 
computers and put them on Face- 
book, and they spill their guts.”
To tackle this relational prob­
lem, Dean said, believers should 
consciously establish forma­
tive relationships with writers in
their books, with friends and with 
more seasoned believers such as 
pastors or relatives. He said pas­
tors need to preach on these con­
nections, and adults in the church 
need to exemplify them.
Some ONU graduates are en­
tering communities founded on 
such relationships, Dean said, re­
ferring to one alumnùs who lives 
with two single people and two 
married couples.
“They have made a commit­
ment to each others to watch over 
each other in their attitudes, in the 
way they spend money, and their 
relationships with other people,” 
Dean said.
Besides formative relation­
ships, Dean said that God uses 
knowledge and hardship “to trans­
form us from takers into givers.”
Takers are focused on themselves 
while givers look to the needs of 
others, he said.
Dean compared selfish human­
ity to a smashed-up Pepsi can.
> “This is kind of an analogy to 
the human condition,” Dean said, 
holding the cangrWe are recog­
nizably human but so warped by 
this self-interest that we are of 
no earthly good to anyone but re­
cycled.”
For his presentation “The 
Kingdom of Crybabies: Church 
in a Narcissistic World” |g Dean 
drew from a book he is looking 
to publish that is titled “Growing 
Up, Choosing Adulthood: A Re­
lational Approach to Spiritual and 
Emotional Maturity.”. Dean gave 
his lecture as part of the ONU 
Honors Program.
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OF PAST ISSUES AND AN INTERACTIVE FEED-1
B A C K  SECTJO N I ■ ■
Life for Army ROTC students is an intense four-y ear ride
►  MELODY KENNELL 
mkennell@olivet.edu
About 10 underclassmen in 
their camouflage Army uniforms 
are solving a problem: How to get 
across a canyon using the materi­
als found on site: a rope, canteens 
and a tree. The canyon is really 
just two pieces of tape on the 
ground marking off where the ca­
dets can and can’t step. It is 4 p.m. 
on a Thursday, and in the early 
evening coolness, Fortin Villa 
becomes a training ground for Ol­
ivet’s Roaring Tiger Battalion.
Standing back a few feet, watch­
ing the group in action, is senior 
cadet Kyle Saffell. He watches 
the freshmen and sophomores as 
they swing across the “canyon” 
using the rope they’ve knotted 
around a tree branch. When they 
drag the ground, Saffell tells them 
they have a penalty and the group 
counts the ten seconds out loud, 
“one one thousand, two one thou­
sand ....”
Rank is very important in 
ROTC and much of the training 
focuses around crucial leadership 
skills. After all, when they gradu­
ate, they will become officers in 
the Army and will be in charge of 
numbers of soldiers.
At every stage of their training, 
the cadets are learning to lead. A 
mantra for the ROTC program 
is “cadets leading cadets” and 
that is what Saffell is doing. As 
a senior he is a_ tactical officer, 
which means he oversees how 
thé platoon operates. The labs are 
planned by seniors and executed 
by juniors. According to senior 
Isaac Escobar, cadets basically
lead the battalion and instructors 
are just there to supervise.
With each progressive year in 
ROTC, more leadership and re­
sponsibility is added.
Senior A.J. Carraway said 
ROTC became less of a burden 
and more of an activity as he got 
older and was given more respon­
sibility.
Even though they are all ca­
dets, there is respect given to the 
older students and Saffell said the 
underclassmen call him “Sir” or 
“Captain.’S*
Not only are upperclassmen 
leading drills and operations, 
•they’re also leading through 
mentoring. Each underclassman 
is given an upperclassman as a 
merftor.
“Our entire battalion is like our 
family,” senior Brooklyn Taylor 
said.
This year, ROTC, which stands 
for Army Reserve Officers’ Trail­
ing Corps., is a family of 90 ca­
dets. The enrollment- has been 
steadily increasing every year, 
said Lt. Col. James Carmean. In 
2005 the program only commis­
sioned one to three student? into 
the Army. Now, Olivet’s campus 
has the largest nunjber of cadets 
in Chicagoland.
Thursday is ROTC day. While 
their roommates are sleeping 
with the peaceful assurance that 
their alarms won’t go off for an­
other two or three hours, Olivet’s 
cadets roll out of bed around 5 
a.m. to start the day with physical 
training. Then they go to classes 
like the rest of us -until ROTC 
starts again at 3:30 p.m. At 5:30 
there’s a lab with hands-on train­
ing such as battle drills. Class is 
from 6-9:30 but seniors don’t fin­
ish until 10:30 or 11.
All cadets also have physical 
training twice a week to build 
endurance. The cadets are tested 
on how many push-ups they can 
do in two minutes, how many sit 
-ups they can do in two minutes, 
and how quickly they can run two 
miles. For a 21-year-old male to 
complete the training at 100 per­
cent he would have to do 71 push­
ups in two minutes, 78 sit-ups in 
two minutes and run two miles 
in 13 minutes. The standard for 
Olivet’s program is to complete 
each exercise at 70 percent, while 
the general standard for the Army 
is 60 percent.
Taylor, who Is also a nursing 
major, has had to leam time man­
agement skills to balance ROTC 
with some of the most difficult 
coursework at Olivet. One way 
she is able to succeed is by focus­
ing on the big picture. She reminds 
herself that when she graduates 
she’ll be saving lives and serving 
God and her country. It was really 
tough her freshman year and she 
thought about quitting ROTC, but 
she said when you figure out the 
reason why you’re doing it and 
for whom you’re doing it, it puts 
all the struggles in a new light.
Each year, around eight to 10 
students decide that ROTC just 
isn’t for them, said Carmean. He 
said freshmen year is more of a 
trial run to see if they like it.
“Normally if they make it 
through the first year they áre go­
ing to stay,” Carmean said.
According to Olivet’s Web 
site, students who finish all of the
upper-division classes receive a 
commission as second lieuten-. 
ant in the Army upon graduation. 
They are also awarded a minor 
in mjlitary science by the univer­
sity.
After graduation, the ROTC 
members have an eight-year com­
mitment to the Army. They can 
either serve four years active duty 
and four years inactiydjduty with 
the Army or six years active duty 
and two years inactive duty with 
the Reserve or National Guard.
But before they get to that point 
they have to complete the Lead­
ership Development and Assess­
ment Course the summer after 
their junior year. This is like BA­
SIC, training for officers. At the 
month-long camp in the state of 
Washington, all junior cadets in 
the nation are ranked against each 
other.
According to Carraway, the en­
tire point of the ROTC program is 
to prepare cadets for the LDAC.
Where the Army sends them af­
ter school is based on the order of 
merit list.- Starting their freshman 
year, many factors, such as GPA, 
physical training tests, extracur­
ricular activities, and how they 
did at the LDAC count toward 
their order on the list.
Senior cadets choose the top 
Army branches they prefer, such 
as artillery or aviation. The higher 
you are ranked, the better chance 
you have of getting your top 
choice.
Carraway wanted to be placed 
in infantry after graduation, and 
he found out a few weeks ago that 
he got in. He said making it into 
jnfantry was like hitting the lot­
tery. Carraway comes from a mil­
itary family and his father fought 
in Vietnam.
Even after graduation, Car­
raway won’t be doné with train­
ing. He has to go through a three- 
month BASIC training course in 
Georgia and then attend Ranger 
school. When he finishes, he’ll be 
placed in charge of a platoon of 
40-50 male soldiers.
■ While Carraway is excited 
about leading a platoon and going 
to Afghanistan, he said it’s been 
hard to explain his decision to his 
mother and four older sisters. He 
said they’re very-proud and sup­
portive, but they still don’t want 
him to be in the most dangerous 
branch of the Army.
Many cadets at Olivet joined 
the military not only as a way to 
serve their country, but to serve 
their God as well. Taylor has felt 
called to missions since she was 
very young, and the military is 
her mission field. She said that 
because she’s wearing a uniform, 
she has the opportunity to reach 
many people in many places she 
wouldn’t normally have access 
to.
Carmean said the Christian 
aspect is one of the program’s ‘ 
strengths.
“A lot of the values that we’re 
trying to’ instill in future Army 
leaders are values that coincide 
quite well with values that are be­
ing taught here at ONU,” he said.
Some examples of these values 
are selfless service, respect and 
duty. After four years, God is at 
the center of all their hard work.
“In. our battalion, we train 
around the Lord,” Taylor said.
PHOTOS BY KELLY HOLCOMB
Underclassmen ROTC students are watched by upperclassman leaders as they try to complete critical thin kin g exercises at Fortin Villa.
. Novem ber 20, 2009
Underclassmen put all their effort into their 
problem-solving exercise at Fortin Villa.
oldier
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Miss Shilvock goes to Washington
► SARAH SHILVOCK 
sshitvoc@olivet.edu
I have the privilege to study in Washington, D.C., this semester. Though I miss Olivet and am ex­cited to return in the spring and see my friends 
and professors, I am learning much here and am de­
veloping not only as a student, but also as a Christian. 
While I cannot begin to describe all my experiences 
studying off-campus, I would like to explain what my 
semester looks like and what has impacted me the 
most thus far.
In the American Studies Program, the semester 
consists of classes in which we focus on one particu­
lar policy issue -  in this case, international migration 
-  as well as working at an internship.
The classes, while geared toward public policy is­
sues, are also teaching me about vocation, justice and 
“ Shalom.” I am considering my calling in life and 
how to enact justice through my chosen vocation, 
while also understanding my responsibility to estab­
lish “Shalom” — a Hebrew word meaning the way 
things ought to be -  because of my faith in Christ.
Sarah Shilvock (left) and two of 
her roommates spend some free 
time on the National Mall in front 
- of the U.S. Capitol, where Sarah 
interns.
For my internship, I am working at the office of Rep. 
Steve King, who represents my home district in Iowa. It 
has been a wonderfhl opportunity to experience the poli­
tics on Capitol Hill firsthand, as well as gain practical life 
skills by working in a congressional office.
The .opportunity to live, work and study in Wash­
ington, D.C., has opened my eyes to the reality of life 
in this unique place. I have seen federalist Washington 
by visiting the monuments, touring the White House 
and experiencing the Supreme Court in session.
I have also seen the District of Columbia, which 
often goes unrecognized and unexplored. I have real­
ized the disparity between Washington’s, wealth and 
power and the District of Columbia’s struggle and 
poverty as I have volunteered at an inner-city school 
for at-risk children. I am learning to look, beyond the 
surface of power and wealth to see the people who 
walk the streets every day.
To sum it all up, I am learning-to learn. I am ex­
periencing life in a new place, with new people and 
new ideas in an effort to broaden my perspective and 
increase my understanding about politics, faith and 
the reality of life. The amazing cafes and boutiques 
are just a bonus! As the semester continues to pass, 
I want to squeeze every drop of life that I can while 
I am here, and when I return to/Olivet, I will have 
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finished in first 
place this year.
they will complete a dizzying amount of 
push-ups and sit-ups before leaving for a 
40-minute run; these individuals temporar­
ily replace their identities as college stu­
dents with that of military professionals.
Following their physical training ses­
sion, several of these students will make 
their way to breakfast. Here through their 
laughter and fellowship, they will contin­
ue to form the bonds that link these indi­
viduals coming from all varieties of back­
grounds into a group with bonds stronger 
than most others can understand. Maybe 
there is something to be said for the power 
of sweating together to accomplish one 
goal. •
Following a quick shower, these students 
will pull on their civilian clothes, leav­
ing only their haircuts to distinguish them 
from their peers. From here they will make 
, their way to a full day of classes, studying 
everything from photography to criminal 
justice, again balancing the demands of 
being both a soldier and student. Once a 
week these students will again switch roles 
as they dress in their Army combat uniform 
and cross the street to Alfred Fortin Villa, 
where they will receive the training essen­
tial to becoming a Christian officer in to­
day’s tumultuous environment.
Perhaps the most invaluable quality these 
students will gain is the sense of commu­
nity and solidarity they feel as expressed 
by one member of their ranks stating, “In 
the Army, it’s all qbout people. Everything 
you do, whether here in ROTC or in your 
career as an officer, revolves around your 
people. How will you lead them? Take 
care of them? Help them? Pray for them? 
The people that you train with, lead, and 
mentor here are the people that you will 
keep near you for the rest of your life.”
The bonds formed between these student- 
soldiers may be amongst the strongest on 
campus as they follow a set of values and 
ethos that would not harm others .to rep­
licate during the demanding years of col­
lege. Insisting on determination, persever­
ance and a high level of moral living, these 
individuals confront the challenges of col­
lege life as well as the sacrifices demanded 
of any member of today’s military.
Although the demands of this busy life­
style are certain, so are the feelings of both 
pride and accomplishment as they join an 
elite group of those sworn to protect the 
Constitution of the United States -  the of­
ficers of the U.S. military.
► ADAM STEVELEY
Top: Kyle Saffell observes under­
classmen as they do their week­
ly training at Fortin Villa. This 
training promotes leadership and 
enhances problem-solving skills.
BEEP! BEEP!! BEEP!!! The all too 
familiar sound of the alarm clock sounds 
a few hours earlier' for some students on 
campus. After groggily falling into a pair 
of shorts, a T-shirt and warm-ups, these 
students assume a new level of profession­
alism, being well aware they are represent­
ing something more than just themselves.
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Rain Down on Olivet
Students see God at 24 Hour Prayer
i l M I
T C A t l t V SCH U TT  
;tschut£@ottvetedu
■
,^ p |^ ,h a v e  been a clear day outside, but inside, it was 
definitely raining.
- AF7 aril. on Friday, Nov. 1?, the 24 Hour Prayer kicked 
off. The theme for the event was “Rain Down,” based off 
Acts 2:17-21. ,
The key verses were 17 and 18:' “In the last days, God 
says, ‘I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons and ■ 
daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions, 
your old men will dream dreams. Even on my servants, both 
men and women, I will pour out my Spirit in those days, and ; 
they will prophesy.’”
“We pray that God will soak this campus in His mercy and 
love ... and reveal Himself to us in a new way,” sophomore 
Sarah Di Monte said prior to the 24 Hour Prayer.
. Kelley Prayer Chapel was open from 7 a.m. on Friday to 7 
a.m. on Saturday for the 24 Hour Prayer. Students could come 
in at any time to pray -  by themselves, in pairs, in a group, 
whatever.- Sheets of paper lined the walls of the chapel with 
specific sections for the nation, the campus, the chaplain’s 
office, and personal prayer requests or praises. This way, 
students could share their own prayer needs and lift up the 
needs of others.
For 24 hours, student worship leaders filled the chapel with 
a steady stream of vocals-and instrumental music. Senior 
Owie Ocampo appreciated the time he had to usher in prayer 
with music.
“I thought it was really awesome to see some of the student 
body acting out their faith by praying,” he said. “I was more 
than happy to play my guitar in the background - even if it 
was at 3 a.m.”
According to Jordan Bergren, sophomore and VP for 
spiritual life, about 60 students attended the prayer and 
worship service at 11 p.m. on Friday, which he said is an 
increase from last year’s attendance.
He added that more students also visited the chapel during 
the early hours of the morning than last year.
Bergren has led prayer time at the 11 p.m. service for the 
past two years.
Last year, one of the verses he chose to pray over was this 
year’s theme verse taken from Acts 2, where God says He will 
pom out His Spirit on His people. The songs that followed 
also talked about God’s Spirit raining down. Bergren said he 
had not told the worship leaders what he was going to speak 
about ahead of time and vice-versa. He found out afterward 
that while he was speaking about God pouring out His Spirit, 
it began to rain outside - in the middle of December.
Di Monte said that through what happened last year, God 
provided the “Rain Down” theme for this year’s 24 Horn. 
Prayer.
Prayer Warriors, one of Olivet’s in-reach ministries, hosted 
the event.
According to co-leader Sarah Di Monte, the purpose of 
Prayer Warriors is to “uplift this campus” to Christ. She said
“In the last days, God says, I will pour out m y Spirit on all people.
Your sons and daughters will prophesy, your young men will see visions, 
O .your old men will dream dreams.
^  Even on m y servants, both men and women,
U C- I will pour out m y Spirit in those days,
•2 and they will prophesy.
I will show wonders in the heaven above, 
and signs on the earth below, 
blood and fire and billows o f sm oke«  
The sun will be turned to darkness 
■ ^  and the moon to blood
before the com ing o f the great 
and glorious day o f the Lord. 
And everyone who calls
on the name o f the Lord 
will be saved.”
- Acts 2:17-21
God is calling this generation to be willing to sit at His feet 
and to have “more desire and passion for prayer.” 
-^“Another main focus we have is spending time listening 
to God and seeing what He wants us to pray,” co-leader and 
"junior Luverta Reames added. “We’re not just praying out of 
our own thoughts or what we think we should pray, but we’re 
really asking God and seeing what He wants us to say.”
Di Mopte said community prayer is beneficial because 
it provides spiritual accountability. She said God can also 
speak to someone through the insights of others as He reveals 
Himself to them.
Prayer Warriors meets at 8 p.m. on Mondays in the Warming 
House before Party With Jesus and at 9 p.m. on Thursdays in 
Kelley Prayer Chapel.
Kristin Murray, senior and former co-leader of Prayer 
Warriors, said she got involved with the ministry last year 
because she had grown up in a church that was deeply rooted 
in prayer. Upon entering Olivet, she felt the need to have 
more prayer on campus.
“I just had a burden on my heart for more prayer here,” she 
said. “I know the power of prayer, I know that it’s real,... and 
I want everybody else to know that too.”
Murray also has a passion for starting a 24-hour house of 
prayer on campus.
“I would love to have a house of prayer,^she said. “But I 
want to do it because the Lord placed it on my heart.”
She added that she would like to see Olivet host a 24 Hour 
Prayer every month, but realizes that this may take a while to 
come to fruition.
“It looks like, in my opinion, the Lord is raising up a prayer 
movement everywhere,” Murray said.
■ Students who attended the 24 Hour Prayer said they truly 
felt the outpouring of God’s Spirit.
“God rained down in such a way that He created an even 
deeper thirst for him,” Di Monte said. “It is our prayer that 
God will continue to rain down His Spirit on us.” She added 
that she especially felt God move during the 11 p.m. worship 
service.
: “It was a time of worship that you rarely see at Olivet,” 
Bergren said. “It was definitely something marked with 
divine g race .l||
Bergren said he also saw God’s healing during the 24 Hour 
Prayer. One student who came to the chapel was having a 
lot of pain in his arm and couldn’t move it. But after he was 
prayed over by his fellow students, his pain was gone and he 
could move his arm again. Bergren said that although healing 
was not necessarily the focus of the night, it did illustrate the 
power prayer has. -
“I absolutely loved every minute of it!” Reames said.
Another 24 Hour Prayer is schedule for Feb. 19 and 20.
Di Monte said Prayer Warriors is hosting the event twice 
this year because God is rising up a generation to call out to 
Him and not live in “mundane Christianity” anymore. The 
kind of raw Christianity He desires should be based in prayer, 
she added.
“When people come together to pray like that, it moves 
things in the spiritual realm,” Bergren said.
. Kristin Murray said.she had 
once heard someone describe 
a vision of a tarp hanging over 
Olivet’s campus, where the 
Holy Spirit waited to be poured 
out. Before last year’s 24 Hour 
Prayer, she had read
Joel 2:12-13, where God calls;! 
His people to rend their hearts 
to Him.
“I felt like what God was 
saying was that if we will rend 
our hearts and make ourselves 
completely open to Him, that
He will pour out His Spirit on 
us,” she said.
Jordan Bergren said Murray 
told him that prayer was like a 
tower rising Op to the heavens. 
He said when the tower reaches 
the taip, it will overflow and
God’s Spirit will pour down on
,4s- ’■ ■ v , ■
¿V “It’s God encouraging us, say$p 
rag, T  want you to pray, because 
if you do, I will pour out my Spir-j 
it,’” Bergren said.
EawS
► BETHANY MILLS 
bmills@olivet.edu
years earlier and that same per­
centage of people in the U.S. said 
they can’t sleep at night.
ONU Counseling Services sees 
over 200 students a year. So far 
this academic year, we have taken 
over 140 requests for counsel­
ing. Of that 140,25 percent of 
those students have symptoms 
of anxiety significant enough to 
earn a diagnosis. Out of the other 
75 percent of students seen so far 
this year, about half of them have 
some symptoms of anxiety. Others 
are so stressed out that they may 
not develop symptoms of anxiety 
but could develop symptoms of 
depression like helplessness and
Boyfriend or girlfriend. Par­ents and siblings. Classes and 
projects. Professors and RDs. For 
many these words can conjure up 
positive feelings and memories of 
good experiences. For others, these 
words and ideas give them a knot 
in their throats and a sick feeling 
in the pit of their stomachs. While 
all of these ideas can have positive 
effects on us, each of these things 
can also cause stress.
Stress is probably one of the 
most common complaints'we hear 
about these days. In a 2007 New 
York Post article, 48 percent of 
Americans reported they were • 
more stressed than they were five
Graphics by Krista Skelton
W ith finals Just around the 
comer, it’s easy 
to get stressed 
out. But before 
you reach for 
the Double











It’s not surprising that we’re 
stressed out. In three 2007 studies, 
of college students and the preva­
lence of adverse events (death of a 
loved one, divorce or separation of 
parents, traumatic sexual experi­
ence, traumatic violent experience, 
etc.), 55 percent to 84 percent of 
the students revealed they had suf­
fered at least one adverse event.
Even if you have fallen victim 
to an adverse-event like the ones 
listed above; between classes, as­
signments, roommate issues, rela­
tionships and family issues, there 
are plenty of things that can suck 
the life and joy from our lives if 
we lose our mental and emotional 
control and focus. So what can we 
do about stress?
We have to embrace it! Yes, 
you read that right. I said, EM­
BRACE STRESS! Stress is not al­
ways a bad thing. If you remember 
back to your Psych 101 course, 
there is a continuum for stress. 
Eustress is on one end and it is a 
positive stress. Distress is on the 
other side and it can be destruc­
tive. Eustress motivates us. Know­
ing we have a deadline coming up 
or knowing that your accountabil­
ity partner is going to ask you how 
you’re doing can motivate you to 
work to your best potential. Dis­
tress can be overwhelming arid put 
you in a downward spiral toward 
giving up.
We have to work to achieve 
balance. Our schedules are 
crammed with activities, meet­
ings, classes, work, volunteer 
services and mission trips. In • 
and of themselves, those things 
are great! However, if we don’t 
practice balance, w e’ll spin out 
of control. Ask yourself, “What 
things are absolutely necessary?*’ 
And then give yourself an honest 
answer. Some students will say,
“I have to work because I have to 
pay for my car.” I nod my head 
in agreement until I find out they 
are driving a nicer car than I am.
If you’re working to pay for your 
fancy SUV or ragtop Mustang, 
SELL THE CAR! It’s great to vol­
unteer, but if you’re volunteering 
so much that you don’t have time 
for sleeping at night, you need to 
re-evaluate.
You need to start thinking of 
your classes like a full-time job. 
You’re spending thousands of dol­
lars to attend this university. Your 
second priority should be your 
classes (your, faith should always 
come first). You also need to pre- , 
pare. Don’t wait until you have a 
D in the class to talk with the pro­
fessor or start reading the assigned 
materials. If you know when a big 
project is due, don’t wait until the 
last minute. That will throw your
balance off iri no time. Plan ahead 
and work in small chunks of time . 
It won’t seem so overwhelming 
and you’ll be amazed how much 
you can get accomplished when 
you think ahead.
We have to be in control of 
our thoughts. When I work with a 
students who have test anxiety, we 
work backward from the moment 
they freak out on the test. What 
was she thinking about before she 
took out her pencil? What was she 
thinking when she walked in the 
room? If you’re running a doom 
and gloom monologue in your 
mind, you’re setting yourself up 
to fail and your anxiety will most 
likely rise. If you can fix the way 
you’re thinking before your anxi­
ety goes through the roof, you’ll 
have more of a chance of standing 
up under the pressure.
Use the resources around you. 
There are a ton of coping mecha­
nisms within your grasp. You have 
a warm bed in your room - USE 
IT! I know you may think it’s im­
possible, but you need eight hours 
of rest a night. Your brains are still 
developing and you have to sleep 
in order for your memories (what 
you’ve studied or read) to consoli­
date and be stored in your long­
term memory so you can recall it 
when you need it later.
Eat well. I know you may think 
this is impossible, too, but you 
have a ton of options. Load up 
on the veggies and fruits, get the 
necessary proteins, and drink your 
milk and water. By giving your 
body the right type of fuel, your 
brain will function better and all 
the rest of your organs will thank 
you too.
Exercise. You have an awesome 
fitness center available to you 
with state-of-the-art equipment.
If you’re getting the right amount 
of sleep and eating well, your 
body will need to be active to bum 
calories and metabolize the food 
you’re consuming. Exercising also 
releases the “feel good” chemicals 
in your brain and you’ll feel better 
physically, mentally and emotion­
ally.
So if you’re stressed, how do 
you cope? Find the good stress, 
embrace it, find balance, think 
about the way you think, rind SEE 
(Sleep, Eat, Exercise). Last, but 
certainly not least, focus your 
mind, efforts and heart on God. 
Phillipians 4:6-7 says, “Be anx­
ious for nothing; but in everything 
by prayer and supplication, with 
thanksgiving, let your requests be 
made known to God; and the peace 
of God, which surpasses all under­
standing, will guard your hearts 
and your minds in Christ Jesus.” 
Basically, God is saying that we 
should not fear because if we tell
Him about our worries,>His peace, 
which is beyond what our brains 
can comprehend, will direct and 
protect our hearts and minds.
When you start to worry, tell 
God all about it. He wants to hear 
about what has weighed you down 
so He can help carry that burden. 
WHAT A PROMISE! That’s the 
best psychology I’ve ever heard! 
Try it o u t.... I know I’ve never 
been disappointed.
The ONU Counseling Services of­
fice is offering a study tips and test 
anxiety workshop on Thursday, 
Dec. 3, from 6-7 p m . in the Center 
for Student Success. They will dis­
cuss how to prepare fo r essay and 
multiple choice tests, study tips, 
and relaxation exercises for when 
you get stressed out. If you have 
questions, you can call Counseling 
Services at extension 5665 or send 







□  I I U I d L t
Stress!
Anxiety workshop on Thurs­
day, Dec. 3 from 6-7 p.m. 
in the Center for Student 
Success.
Seniors currently facing decisions about
Life after graduation
► SAM ANTHA ALLEN
sallen2@olivet.edu
May 8 is less than six months away. But many seniors are already bus­
ily preparing for life after gradu­
ation day.
According to Houston Thomp­
son, chairman of the department 
of social work and criminal jus­
tice, it is never too early to think 
about life after graduation. In 
fact, he begins discussing gradu­
ate school in the first month of his 
Introduction to Social Work class 
every year.
“The freshmen social work 
majors will hear it in their first 
six weeks at Olivet,” Thompson 
said.
In social work, the differences 
between a Bachelor of Social 
Work degree and a Master of So­
cial Work degree include a Con­
centration in the field and an ad­
ditional $5,000 per year in salary, 
proving that a higher education 
does benefit students in the long 
run.
Paul Koch, professor of eco­
nomics, said that the decision be­
tween attending graduate school 
and going straight into the work 
force after graduation depends 
on the program and where the 
student is personally when he or 
she completes an undergraduate 
degree.
Sg If you’re really interested in 
graduate school, this might be a - 
good time to do it;” he said, “but 
only if you’re really serious about 
graduate school.”
However, he warned that gradl 
uate school is a different level 
of academic experience. Some 
graduate programs also require a
ght Munc
The tradition of late-night food runs
► MICHAEL VANDERHEI
mvanderh@olivet.edu
The Cars said it best in their 
1979 hit “Let’s Go” p “I like the 
nightlife baby.” There has always 
been a love affair between college 
students and nighttime. Whether 
this is because there are no more 
bed times that need to be followed 
because of overprotective 
parents, or just because nighttime 
seems like the right time ... to do 
anything, college students are 
continuously drawn to the night.
At Olivet, one of the most 
popular things to do at 11:30 p.m. 
is get food. There are all kinds 
of ways to get food late, whether 
you are with your girlfriend or 
boyfriend, with a group or even 
by yourself.
The possibilities are endless: 
there’s the “TB run,” which 
consists of going to the Taco 
Bell/Pizza Hut on Route 102. 
This choice does have a price to 
pay, though -  the restaurants do 
eventually close, and they only 
do one order at a time. So drivers 
with more than one person in 
the car have to drive in circles to 
please everyone they are hauling. 
§SThere have been a lot of times
I would run to Taco Bell with 
my friends,” senior T.J. Hoekstra 
said. “There would be, like, four 
of us, and I’m pretty sure the 
person taking our money would 
get sick of us after going through 
the' drive-thru three times.”
Taco Bell is certainly not the 
only place for students to.go. 
Besides the late-night drive-thrus 
like White Castle, Wendy’s and 
McDonald’s, there are the sit- 
down restaurants like Denny’s , . 
Steak ’n Shake and IHOP. 
Denny’s is the most popular 
location for students to go late at 
night because they accept Tiger 
Dollars and offer students a 10 
percent discount when they show 
their student discount cards.
A midnight-visitor to Denny’s 
may find several groups of 
students from Olivet -  some 
chowing down, some just sitting 
in booths talking to their friends, 
and others with their laptops open 
doing homework.
Other students have their own 
customs and trends when it comes 
to going out late at night.
“When I go out to Denny’s, I 
bring my own mug from my high 
school prom,” sophomore Mark 
Jenkins said. “I don’t really like
(From left) Joey McLaughlin, Caleb Chastain, David Pi- 
cone and Mario Sunta check out the menu at IHOP dur­
ing a time of late-night snacking and socializing.
the cups they have at Denny’s, 
plus I can fit more drink in my 
cup as opposed to the Denny’s 
cups.”
“We enjoy going out to eat 
weekly,” sophomore Mario 
Sunta said. “It builds community, 
creates tradition and allows us to 
share in good times. Even if you 
aren’t going to eat anything, you 
can still share in the fiin.”
There are plenty of episodes that 
seem to happen when students go 
on late-night food runs.
“Like the one time when 
an intoxicated individual was 
picked up from Hills and met us 
at Denny’s- when Public Safety 
dropped him off there,” Sunta
said.
Sunta, a resident assistant in 
Hills, said a man was trying- to 
spend the night in the Hills lobby. 
He said the man was very friendly, 
but he didn’t seem to be in place 
at Olivet. Sunta left with -his 
friends to go to Denny’s, where 
he saw the man get dropped off 
by ONU’s Public Safety.
Whether you are packing your 
friends into your car to go through 
the drive-thru 10 times or sitting 
at a restaurant for hours on end 
studying for a final the next day, 
be happy to know that no matter 
what, there will always be a place 
open so you can get your late- 
night fix.
Perfect 
!  s c o re j
► KATE FOX  
kfoorl@otivet.edu ;
Senior Daniel Sheets has 
never once skipped chapeli 
3 during his time at Olivet. I had 
the opportunity to sit down 
with him recently and get the 
»  inside story on how he man­
aged his perfect attendance,:
Q: Why have you never 
skipped a chapel in the four 
• years that you’ve been here 
at Olivet?
: 1 A: /  never really had a rea~i 
son to skip. I  knew when I  
fdecided  to come here that it 
was required so J just had the 
mindset that I  was going to 
go. I  fe lt like skipping a few  ', 
times, but /  always ended up .
■ going anyway. .
Q: So if you’ve never skipped 
a |hapel, have you never 
; skipped a class* either? É
: A: - (Laughing) Ofi% Tve
skipped classéà over the
■ years. I  try not to but some- 
- times it happens. One time my 
• freshman year /  accidentally 
r skipped a class because I  lost
track o f time while watching 
C-SPAN. .
fsQ: Did you have any siblings 
that went here before you to 
set the standard of not skip­
ping chapel?
A: No, /  have four brothers 
that are all younger than 
nie. The only one that is even 
r close to thinking about col- 
l- lege is 18. H e’s planning on j  
going to a Nazarene school 
in Kansas.
Q: What was chapel like your : 
: freshman year?
A: I  guess you could say ¡kind 
o f skipped chapel my fresh­
man year. The entire fresh­
man class had to go to chapel 
every Tuesday. But there was 
also a religion chapel that 
was offered once a month on 
the.same day. So, one Tues­
day a month I would opt out 
o f the freshman chapel to go 
to the religion chapel instead.
1 had permission to do it but 
I  suppose you could consider 
it skipping.
Q: Now that you have a per- : 
feet record, are you going to 
keep it up or skip for fun?
A: I  might as well keep up thefj 
record. No point in wrecking 
it now.
Daniel Sheets is double* : 
majoring in English and in-?! 
tercultural studies. He plans 3 
to return to Olivet after grad- • 
uation to get his Master of 
Arts degree in Christian min- ; i 
istry. Sheets plans to use his 
education to go into mission 
work. He’s been leading the 




Album: “It’s All Crazy! It’s All False!
It’s All a Dream! It’s Alright”
The top 8 Christian albu
Showbread tops list of 
runner-up bands
► SCOTT HALE 
shale2@olivet.edu
Artist: Showbread 
Album: “The Fear of God”
Artist: As Cities Burn 
Album: “Hell or High 
Water”
Artist: House of Heroes 
Album: “The End Is Not 
The End” ,
Artist:-August Burns Red 
Album: “Constellations”
Artist: Emery 
Album: “... In Shallow 
Seas We Sail”
Artist: Relient K 
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Auto Service 
Centers
577 William Latham Drive 
Bourbonnais, IL 60914 
815-929-1866
Hours:
Mon - Frl: 8:00 am - 6:00 pm 
Sat: 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
10% Discount
for students and faculty 
University ID required
Offering Complete Automotive Repair!
We Fix Cars and Treat You Right!
Computer Diagnostics Engine,Transmission,General Maintenance ..and much more!
Special Rates on Towing Service 
Car Care One, 90 Days Same as Cash
V isit us'on the  web a t: w w w .tuffy.com
Alumni-owned and operated!
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MewithoutYou’s stellar album in 2009 is a unique contribution to Christian music.
MewithoutYou releases classic
► SCOTT HALE 
shale2@olivet.edu
Let’s just go ahead and call this one the album. 
of the decade. If you haven’t heard this album (or 
worse, this band at all), you need to stop reading this 
paper, grab your keys and drive straight to Best Buy.
I would even argue that it would be best to ignore 
the traffic laws that would otherwise slow you down, 
such as stopping for red lights and stop signs.
Once you have bought the CD, return to your car 
and don’t plan on leaving it until you have heard the 
album through a few times. This isn’t so much an 
order as it is the reality of the situation. The music is 
so good you simply won’t want to turn off your car.
But what makes this recording such a transcen­
dent experience? How did it earn the title of “Album 
of the Decade'fS! And why exactly does this particu­
lar collection of songs trump traffic safety? To start, 
we should classify what exactly this album is.
Through their" career, the guys in mewithoutYou 
have made a habit of making music that is stylisti­
cally unconventional and lyrically convicting. Aar­
on Weiss, the band’s lyricist, singer and accordion/ ' 
acoustic guitar/tambourine player has earned a repu-
tation as a brilliant storyteller, and his ability to craft 
metaphors and stories to convey deep wisdom has 
never shined brighter than it does on this album.
Musically, the record feels' like it was recorded 
‘around a campfire. -Those expecting the aggressive 
dissonance of the group’s first album, “[A —> B] 
Life” or the sweeping ambience of their latest effort 
“Brother, Sister” are likely to be disappointed. In 
fact, I should probably extend that warning to those 
hoping to hear something vaguely similar to any­
thing that has been released within the Christian mu­
sic industry, ever. The record features the standard 
mix of guitars and drums, as well as instruments in­
cluding brass, woodwinds, strings and accordion.
. In short, this album is piire worship. Every song, 
from the opener “Every Tnought a Thought of You,” 
to the closer, “Allah, ’Allah, Allah,” reflects quiet 
humility and reverence for God with the quirky twist 
that only Weiss’ imaginative fables can provide, and 
all of it is set to some of the catchiest music you’ll 
hear this year. I would encourage everyone to try this 
album, as it is far and away a more rewarding listen­
ing experience than anything released in the last few 
years. It is, in every Way, the gold standard by which 
all other musical releases should be judged.
'U p' offers life lessons, provides plot o f highs and lows
► NATALEE ANDERSON 
nanderso@olivet.edu
New to DVD, Pixar’s “UP” is 
more than the typical children’s 
movie. Although there were 
scenes that caused the viewer to 
say, “No, that could never hap­
pen,” there were also scenes that 
taught important life lessons 
many, other films do not teach.
Most movies are predictable. 
Everything starts right, some 
tragic or dramatic thing happens 
in the middle, and in the end’ev­
erything is right again. The ba­
sic message is: Everything will 
work out in the end. But after 20 
minutes of “UP,” the viewer is 
flooded with emotions that alter­
nate between happy and sad.
Life-long friends majry and 
become Mr. and Mrs. Fredrick- 
sen (happy). Mrs. Fredricksen, 
Ellie, has a miscarriage and is 
not able to have children (sad). 
Mr. and Mrs. Fredricksen grow 
old together and enjoy their time 
(happy). Ellie gets sick while
Mr. Fredricksen takes care of her 
(sad). Mr. Fredricksen continues 
life alone after Ellie dies (sad).
Life lesson: Real-life is like a 
roller coaster that has both good 
and very sad times.
Russell, the small, slightly 
overweight Boy Scout, makes 
the movie what it is, funny and 
pure. He is determined to "as­
sist” Mr. Fredricksen in his daily 
activities in order to receive his 
badge for aiding a senior citi­
zen. This means Russell’s dad’s 
promise to attend the ceremony 
would finally come true. Through 
the movie, it is made known that 
Russell’s dad has never played 
a large part in his life. Mr. Fre­
dricksen becomes the male role 
model Russell needs, and unfor­
tunately, the dad never makes an 
appearance in the film.
Life lesson: Parents disappoint 
and may never be the role mod­
els they should be.
After a series of events, Rus­
sell and Mr. Fredricksen set out 
on an adventure that Mr. Fre­
drickson thought Ellie always 
wanted. On their way to their 
destination, they meet Dug, a 
Golden Retriever who loved 
them at first sight, and a bird 
■ named Kevin who is loyal to 
them from the very start. Scene 
after scene, Mr. Fredricksen gets 
more and more frustrated with 
his companions on the trip until 
finally he “blows a gasket” and 
drives them away by yelling at 
them. When he finds Ellie’s jour- 
nal, he sees that she never want­
ed him to live out her adventures 
after she was gone, but to forge 
his own adventure. Mr. Freder- 
ickson makes things right with- 
the other characters and clearly 
improves his outlook on life.
Life lesson: Although we may 
spend a lot of time striving for a 
goal, it may be the relationships 
we form in the pursuit that are 
worth more than the goal itself.
Ultimately, the movie “UP” 
is funny, sad, scary, intense in 
parts, full of life lessons and 
very up-lifting.
freemodemedia.com — 815.935.8423 — info@freemodemedia.com
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Tucci's Restaurant review
Good food, strange atmosphere
► MIKE VANDERHEI & 
MARIO SUNTA 
mvanderh@olivet.edu
Tucci’s Italian Restaurant is a 
fairly new spot located just off of 
route 50 near Northfield Square 
Mall. Tucci’s specialty is Italian 
cuisine, so as you can assume, 
there is a variety of pasta and 
pizzas to choose from. •
When you walk into Tucci’s 
you will notice that the entire 
restaurant is themed as an old 
Italjan village with dimmed 
lights and a relaxing feel. The 
atmosphere does contradict it­
self, as the music, which should 
be low instrumental sounds, is 
mainly upbeat pop and classic 
rock music. The music made us 
want to hurry up and eat our food 
instead of enjoying the meal and 
sharing conversation.
The staff was very friendly as 
far as service goes. The hostess 
and waitress were veiy prompt 
. in finding a seat and getting the 
orders in right away. They also, 
were prompt in refilling drinks,
. salad bowls and breadstick bas­
kets.
> The menu had plenty of choic­
es with a wide variety of prices, 
the most expensive item be­
ing the Steak Italiano priced at 
: $22.99. The rest of the menu is 
reasonable for college students 
looking for fine dining or taking 
that special girl on a’date. Most 
other items are priced between
$7.99 and $13.99. A favorite 
of ours is the Monday special, 
which is the bone-in chicken V e­
suvio, priced at $9.99.
There are a few catches to the 
prices on the menu. Most of the 
menu is a la carte so it costs ex­
tra to get the endless breadsticks 
and salad — $3.49 a person — or 
to get additional meat/pizza top- / 
pings.
The food itself was presented 
well and was excellent in taste.1 
The breadsticks and salad tasted; 
great, but the salad was served 
with Italian house dressing with 
no alternative offered- Thè 
breadsticks were very good, but 
they were very skimpy with the 
amount served at each time.
The Italian beef sandwich 
($7,99) was very well done with 
; aujus and peppers on it. The, 
bread was moist and not hard, 
but it also didn’t fall apart when 
it was picked up. The Italian ! 
beef was also served with French 
fries,'which were seasoned and 
crispy, ♦ H
All in all, Tucci’s is a great 
restaurant to go to if you are in : 
the mood for Italian food. They 
serve a wide variety of Italian 
dishes, but we still found that 
the atmosphere could have been 
better when it came to the music; 
the music should have matched 
the rest of the setting. 9 H |
We would recommend Tucci’s 
to anyone looking to go out, sit 
down and enjoy a,well-prepared 
meal. * j
y  P H O tO (» R tE fK « ii® E D J ’OBREATHE,NEi
N eedToB reathe  re leased  th e ir  th ird  a lbum , “T h e  O u ts id ers,” th is  year.
In the mainstream
NeedToBreathe a different kind of Christian band
► KYLE HENNING 
. khenninl@olivet.edu
When you think of the band 
NeedToBreathe, you might think 
of that innovative music video 
involving Christmas lights or 
even being dragged to see “P.S. I 
Love You” with your high school 
sweetheart. For me, I see a crew 
of dedicated Christians chang­
ing the world through their rock 
music. On Oct. 30 ,1 had the op­
portunity to talk with guitarist 
Bo Rinehart and drummer Joe 
Stillwell at their sold-out show at 
Lincoln Hall in Chicago.
The new album is called “The 
Outsiders,a and I was eager to 
find out more about these bar- 
band believers. On the record 
there is a song titled “Lay ‘em
Down,” and-it mixes boot stomps 
and guitar chords with convicting 
lyrics. Rinehart said the inspi­
ration for this new sound came 
from their upbringing.
“It’s who we are as a band. 
Coming from South Carolina, the 
dirty-South hymn just feels right 
and it comes naturally to us,” he 
said.
| | “The' Outsiders” is unlike any­
thing you have ever heard. It does 
not fit into the mainstream rock 
scene and it isn’t what Christian 
artists of today are producing. 
The band has found their place as 
“outsidersjgand it is a place they 
are content to be.
“We don’t write songs for any. 
specific group of people, we write 
from the heart and whomever it 
connects with, it connects with,!’ 
Stillwell said.
Back in August I saw NeedTo­
Breathe open for David Cook at 
the House of Blues in Chicago. 
Curious about how being on tour 
with a non-Christian band affects 
their walk with God, I asked Rine­
hart how he -stayed on track.
“Knowing most of the guys 
since we were 8, if anyone is slip­
ping up you gotta knock them on 
the head and say, ‘Be careful,’  ^
he said.
NeedToBreathe believes as a 
band that being on tour with a 
mainstream artist gives them the 
chance to show who they are in 
Christ and make a difference in 
the industry.
Catch the lull interview and 
exclusive performances at- http:// 
www.myspace.com/collision.ra- 
dio and be sure to pick up a copy 
of “The Outsiders” on.iTunes.
videography in the Kankakee area. 
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ONU s student athletes 
come in various ways
► KIM KRATZ 
kkratz@olivet.edu
Olivet is currently packed out 
with athletes because of some 
of the new recruiting techniques 
used last year. According to Gary 
Newsome, Olivet’s athletic direc­
tor, 25 percent of students are in­
volved in one of the varsity sports 
offered at ONU.
So what are the processes used 
to pull students’ attention to Ol­
ivet’s sports?’1^
The main resource that the 
school uses to find athletes is re­
cruiting services, Newsome said. 
High schools across the nation 
pool their talents and send them 
to the universities across the na­
tion. High schools then proceed to 
gather all of the top talents in their 
districts to one spot. They consol­
idate the talent into one arena to 
make it easier for the recruiters. 
However, it also pushes the ath­
letes to be more competitive with 
one another. The recruiters have 
the athletes do basic endurance, 
strength and teamwork drills to 
judge their individual abilities, 
as well as to determine how well 
they work on a team.
There is more than just athletic 
• ability required to play sports for 
Olivet. Coaches at ONU look for 
a 2.9 grade point average and at 
least a 19 on the American Col­
lege Testing examination, or 
ACT, Newsome said. The reason 
for this is that they want their stu­
dents to'contribute to the whole 
student body. The coaches and 
sports directors expect all of their 
athletes to give the same amount 
of energy into all other parts of 
their life as they do for their sport, 
Newsome said.
“We are looking for more than 
just athletic ability,” he said. “We 
look for good sportsmanship, a 
positive attitude and scholarli- 
ness.”
The second method for find­
ing athletes comes down to' the 
students themselves. When they 
apply to attend ONU, Newsome 
. said, students send in a special re­
quest for a recruiter to come see 
them in their specific‘sport. If 
students excel in one sport, then 
someone from ONU attends a 
sports competition, usually a con­
ference event, in which students 
have the chance to demonstrate 
their abilities on a highly com­
petitive playing environment.
Some of the best All-American 
athletes are found just by these 
simple measures. But there is one 
place to look for quality athletes 
besides straight from high school. 
Transfers come in all the time 
from junior colleges all across the 
country. The process for finding 
these athletes is a little bit more 
demanding. It. is the focus of all 
coaches at junior colleges to be 
looking for opportunities for their 
athletes after they are done at the 
two-year college.
For example, the football team 
played at least four transfers on 
this- year’s starting lineup for a 
game.
All sports require some form of 
recruiting. Newsome said that if a 
sport does not exist at a school,
Student has alternative 
fight song for ONU
p h o t o  by  Ke l l y  h o l c o m b
Junior Tara Schmidt played'in all 156 games at right 
side hitter as a freshman on the volleyball team.
then a large amount of students 
showing interest will be the nec­
essary tool to start that sport.
Even after a sport begins, he 
said, there is still more work to 
be done in the area of recruiting
in order to build the sport up for 
success in the fixture. This year,^ 
enough interest was shown to 
begin a women’s golf team. The 




There is an alternative to 
Olivet’s fight song, which 
football coach Don Lee said 
has a melody taken from the 
University of Southern Cali­
fornia.
Lee said he got his infor­
mation from B.J. Geasa, head 
athletic trainer at ONU.
Music major Reuben Lillie 
wrote a new' song and com­
posed a new melody for the de­
partment in 2007. The song’s 
meaning is based on Olivet’s 
Christian perspective.
“A college is its own en­
tity, we should have our iden­
tity, and this identity should be 
unique,” Ljllie said. “The fight 
song should remind us of w hat: 
we need to do on the court, in 
the classrooms and most of all 
in our l ife .i§ 3 § ^
There are students who are 
in Support of the song change 
after hearing the facts of the 
current song, which were re­
ported in the last issue of the 
GlimmerGlass.
“I don’t agree with the cur­
rent song because it’s not even 
our song,'4 said Jen Ferreira, a 
football fan. “I like Reuben’s 
version of the song better be­
cause it actually represents our 
school colors as well as our 
beliefs.”
Mark Bell, the senior cap­
tain of the men’s tennis team, 
also likes Lillie’s song, as he 
said he believes that it repre­
sents what Olivet stands for




We fight for Olivet, 
And this we'll not 
forget.
That God is our guide; 
He gives us strength 
today,
And it's for Him we play; 
To fight on all the way, ; 
So fight on Tigers.
Giving Him our all, we 
wear the Stripes, the 
Purple and the Gold!
So fight for ONU,
Our alma mater true; 
With God as our guide, 
Till ending of our days, 
Christ is the one we'll 
raise;
This game is for His 
praise.
So, fight on Tigers, 
ForO-N-U!
and who students should re­
ally play for, which is God.
Junior volleyball player 
Sara Byrne believes the song 
should change and be played 
at other sports contests at Ol­
ivet.
“Thé song shouldn’t just 
be for the football team,” she 
said. “I think that having it 
played at all the games would 
bring more school unity.” »
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE 
FIGHT SONG ISSUE?
Please let us know what you think. E-mail us at gllmmer- 
glass@olivet.edu or leave your comments through the inter­
active feature on our Web site, glimmerglass.olivet.edu.
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The men’s soccer team shows off its hardware after winning the CCAC championship over Judson University.
Hen’s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Conference tournament victory first in school history
PHOTO BY BEN HOOVER
► MICHAEL VANDERHEI 
mvanderh@olivet.edu
Players on the ONU men’s 
soccer team can call themselves 
champions after a 1-0 win over 
Judson University last Saturday 
in the Chicàgoland Collegiate 
Athletic Conference tournament 
That marks the first time the team 
has won the tournament.-
The team, now 15-6, went into 
the CCAC quarterfinals on a two- 
game winning streak where they 
had outscored their previous op­
ponents 6-1.
When asked about the atmo­
sphere of the playoffs, goalkeeper 
Kenny Huber said, “It’s where I 
play my best when there is some­
thing on the line because I feel 
that confidence within myself just 
skyrocket and there isn’t an op­
tion of failure when I’m playing 
a game that is a win-or-go home 
situation^?®®
In Olivet’s quarterfinal contest
against Robert Morris University, 
the game went into overtime tied 
at 0-0. The Tigers would pull out 
a win at home in the second over­
time with a final score of 1 -0. The 
team went on the road to play in 
the tournament semifinals against 
the St. Xavier University Cougars; 
the Tigers would eventually go up 
3-1 with goals by Cory Miller and 
Vincent Mkhwanazi. After the 
Cougars started to gain some mo­
mentum with a goal to make the 
game 3-2, the Tigers would quiet 
the potential comeback and finish 
the game’ with a win.
Despite the excellent victory, 
the Tigers would lose a valuable 
player, senior Josh Ayers, as he 
was given two yellow cards that 
ejected him from the rest of the 
game and from the championship 
game.
“Although I will not be on 
the field with my teammates, I 
believe that there is plenty I can 
do along with our players from 
the bench,” Ayers said before the
championship game. “We will be 
supporting the players on the field 
with a lot of yelling, cheering and 
positive attitudes2?*g:
The championship game was 
held Nov. 14 at Judson Universi­
ty, where the confidence of the Ti­
gers seemed to continue to grow.
“I have seen a huge confidence 
boost in our set pieces at practice 
... Many members of our team 
realized that we could use those 
opportunities to score goals,” Ay-S 
ers said.
This confidence carried over to 
the championship game in which 
the Tigers played against Judson 
on the road. The battle was fierce 
as Huber was given a red card af­
ter an altercation with an oppos­
ing player. The Tigers would end 
up winning the battle 1-0 over 
Judson and claiming the crown.
This team is the first one in 
school history to win this cham­
pionship and move on to national 
tournament play, which will have 
the Tigers traveling to Ohio to
THE VICTORY
WHO: Olivet Nazarene Uni­
versity vs. Judson Uniyersity 
WHAT: ONU beat Judson 1-0 
to capture its first conference 
title in school history
WHAT'S UP NEXT: The team 
faces Notre Dame College on 
Nov. 21 in national tourna­
ment play
play Notre Dame College on Nov
21.
The men’s soccer team is not 
only focused on their play on the 
field but they are also focused on 
the relationships they have with 
each other and the Lord. Af­
ter speaking to players like Ay­
ers and Huber, it clear that the 
men’s soccer team gives all of 
its accomplishments to God and 
praises Him for everything they 
have achieved. This team truly 
believes in itself and in the God 
that they serve.
ONU basketball in full swing
Men’s and women’s teams to play two games in California
► NICK BIRKEY 
fibirkey@olivet.edu
When the'leaves have almost completely 
fallen off the trees and the temperature starts 
to-chill, most ONU fans remember winter, 
and most think of basketball. After a fall full 
of soccer, football, cross-country, golf, ten­
nis and volleyball -  and before anyone has a 
chance to breathe -  basketball season is upon 
us. It never seems to get a proper introduc­
tion because of the overlap of the other sea­
sons, and rightfully so, because that means 
the other ONU sports are playing into the 
postseason.
The women’s basketball team came into 
this season returning only two seniors and 
adding a number of new faces, including 10 
freshmen. Head coach Doug Porter’s up­
tempo offense and high-pressure defense de­
mands learning the finer details of a different 
type of system. With so many new faces, the 
Tigers will look to adjust quickly and win 
just the same.
The Tigers opened up on Monday, Nov. 2, 
on the road against Lindenwood University 
(Mo.), winning 112-94. Four days later, they
hosted Georgetown College (Ky.) on home­
coming night but. lost their first game 119-93. 
Then on Thursday, Nov. 12, the Tigers looked 
to get back in the win column but would lose 
. their second straight to a tough Davenport 
University (Mich.) team, 108-85 at home. 
The Tigers played Nov. 19 in San Diego, 
Calif., against San Diego Christian College,- 
winning 101-63. They will compete on Sat­
urday, Nov. 21, in San Diego, Calif., against 
Point Loma Nazarene University (Calif.).
The ONU men’s basketball team, ranked 
; 25th in a preseason poll, came into this sea­
son with 13 returning players: six seniors, 
four juniors, three sophomores and all five 
starters from last year’s squad. Head coach 
Ralph Hodge knows he has the talent and ex­
perience to win games this year, but has to get 
the team to play smart, together and hard in 
all games this season.
The Tigers opened their season on home­
coming night against Cincinnati Christian 
College (Ohio) and won 100-40. They then 
went on the road on Monday, Nov. 9, to Jack- 
son, Term., to play Union University, the 
1 lth-ranked team, winning 69-66 and getting 
an early-season statement win. The next eve­
ning, ONU traveled to Charleston, 111., to play
j ■ j-1: . xSilfPg^ S
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PHOTO BY KELLY HOLCOMB 
Sophomore Antonio Marshall
in an exhibition contest against NCAA Divi­
sion I opponent Eastern Illinois University, 
losing in a close game, 72-70. The Tigers 
took their 2-0 record next to IrvinC, Calif., on 
Wednesday, Nov. 18, against Concordia Uni­
versity and lost 77-85 in overtime..
Like the women’s basketball team, the 
men’s team will face PLNU on Nov. 21.
Nick Birkey is the men s sports information 
directer at Olivet.
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Goalkeeper Kenny Huber 




Men’s soccer goalkeeper 
Kenny Huber had a chance to 
play for the Chicago Fire, a 
team in Major League Soccer.
This past, year, the Fire 
were having open tryouts for 
their semiprofessional team. 
Huber, after being told about 
the tryout by teammate Cory 
Miller, decided to see if he 
could make the team.
“I didn’t make the team be­
cause I went the very last day 
of tryouts and they had goal­
ies that have been there for 
the very first day of it,” Huber 
said. “But I got a call later 
during the summer because 
they had my contact informa­
tion and said they would like 
me to come to a couple prac­
tices.”
This was the kind of experi­
ence Huber needed to possibly 
get to the next level of play at 
the goalie position. Huber 
went on to explain that he was 
able to carry over this kind of 
experience into his play for 
the Tigers. With another year 
of eligibility for Olivet, Huber 
will be able to get the prac­
tice and experience needed to 
reach the pro soccer ranks.
“I hope to get a shot to play 
professional soccer someday, 
but all you can do is let God 
take control,” he said. “And 
whatever his plan is for me 
is what is best, and I know 
that.”
